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ABSTRACT
Augmented fabrication is the practice of designing and fabricating an artifact to work with existing objects. Although
common both in the wild and as an area for research tools,
little is known about how novices approach the task of designing under the constraints of interfacing with real-world
objects. In this paper, we report the results of a study of
fifteen novice end users in an augmented fabrication design
task. We discuss obstacles encountered in four contexts: capturing information about physical objects, transferring information to 3D modeling software, digitally modeling a
new object, and evaluating whether the new object will work
when fabricated. Based on our findings, we suggest how future tools can better support augmented fabrication in each
of these contexts.
CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Empirical studies in
HCI.
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1 INTRODUCTION
3D printers are swiftly becoming inexpensive enough to be
accessible to the everyday consumer. Much as the introduction of personal computers into the home enabled a new
category of “end-user programmer” [33], so 3D printing is
bringing into being the end-user maker and a concomitant
set of new challenges and opportunities. One of the major
activities undertaken by early-adopter end-user makers is
augmented fabrication [5]—designing and fabricating new
objects that work with existing artifacts. Examples include
bicycle pedals [63], equipment for small farms [53], and hand
grips for accessibility [12], among many others.
While many researchers have created design tools that
enable domain-specific augmented fabrication (see Related
Work), the evidence in the literature of novice augmented
fabrication design activity is largely incidental to studies of
other matters [3, 8, 11, 13, 50, 60]. However, Hudson et al.’s
investigation of newcomers to 3D printing [28] sheds important light on the subject, revealing problems with end-user
motivation, domain knowledge, and the use of 3D modeling software. While this work revealed a broad spectrum of
challenges encountered by newcomers to 3D printing, the
participants in the study varied widely in experience, motivation, software used, and task undertaken. This variance, in
combination with the wide scope of the study, makes it difficult to understand the challenges particular to augmented
fabrication design tasks, as well as to formulate recommendations for the design of future systems.

1 https://reddit.com/r/3Dprinting/

2 http://3dprinting.stackexchange.com/
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Why study novice behavior in particular? It is our belief
that for 3D printing to become adopted for home use, potential users must be able to not only print objects designed by
other people, but objects they design as well. As evidenced
in the literature [11, 28, 45, 60], creating new objects to work
with existing artifacts is seen as a desirable activity. Our research seeks to uncover factors that may prevent novices
from engaging in this activity. While many facets of 3D
printing (e.g., design, successful printing, post-processing)
may prove challenging to users—as demonstrated by both
research [42, 60] and social help sites such as Reddit1 and
Stack Exchange2 —in this research we focus on the design
part of the process as the first hurdle that end users engaging in augmented fabrication must overcome. The manufactured objects we encounter every day are usually result
from the work of engineers and industrial designers; one
key question is whether novices possessing none of the expertise of these professionals can come close to the same
results when designing an object.
To gain better understanding of the challenges faced by
novices designing for augmented fabrication, we conducted
a study of fifteen users with little to no prior experience in
computer-aided design (CAD). Using the online beginnertargeted 3D CAD tool Autodesk Tinkercad [67], our participants attempted to create a design from scratch, with the
goal that the 3D-printed final result work with an existing
object. Our objective with this study was to answer the following research questions:
• What obstacles do novice end users encounter when designing for augmented fabrication?
• Where in the process do those obstacles occur?
• What are the impacts of obstacles on the design process?
• To what degree are users able to overcome encountered
obstacles?
• What is user perception of the encountered issues?
We are particularly interested in the process that novices
follow in designing for augmented fabrication. Inspired by
Yung et al. [79], we identified four components of the iterative process of designing for augmented fabrication (Figure 1): capturing information about the physical object, such
as measurements; transferring that information into the digital realm; using information about the physical objects to
model the new object; and evaluating how the model will
interact with the physical world.
Our work extends previous results in end-user design, programming, and electronics, suggesting areas in which future
design tools can be improved. The contributions of our paper are to present the first investigation of novice end users
in an augmented fabrication design task, to extend the body
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Figure 1: Design flow for augmented fabrication.

of knowledge of novice CAD and measurement behavior,
and to suggest three areas in which future design tools can
be improved for augmented fabrication design.
2 RELATED WORK
Augmented Fabrication
Ashbrook et al. summarized the idea of augmented fabrication as fabrication to work with existing objects [5]. Numerous examples of augmented fabrication can be observed in
the wild. The 3D model-sharing site Thingiverse [66] hosts
a multitude of downloadable models, many of which are examples of augmented fabrication; Alcock et al.’s study of barriers to using these models [3] incidentally identified multiple augmented fabrication examples, and Chen et al. [18]
and Hofmann et al. [27] identify Thingiverse-hosted augmented fabrication examples as part of surveys related to
their research. A number of studies around fabrication related to assistive technology have also provided evidence of
augmented fabrication design in the wild, including work
on volunteers fabricating 3D-printed upper-limb prostheses
[52], Buehler et al.’s study of 3D printing in special education classrooms [13] and investigations of augmented-fabrication-based accessibility tools on Thingiverse [11], and
McDonald et al.’s demonstrations of how augmented fabrication could benefit patients undergoing physical therapy
[43]. There is also evidence that people who are not experts
in fabrication may wish to engage in augmented fabrication
activity. In their study of potential home users of 3D printers, Shewbridge et al. found that many participants wanted
to print objects to repair or improve existing objects [60],
and McNally et al.’s cooperative inquiry studies with children revealed similar results [45].
One result particularly related to our work is Kim et al.’s
crowdsourced study of problems people have in measuring
physical objects [31]—an integral part of the augmented fabrication design process (Figure 1). Their participants measured everyday objects (phone size, laptop screen angle, light
bulb diameter) with a variety of tools and variable success,
but generally came within 98% of the correct length measurement. Kim et al. suggested a number of uncertainty accommodation strategies, applied post-design, to allow 3Dprinted augmentations to fit even when slightly mis-sized.
Our work complements Kim et al. by looking at novice experiences throughout the entire design process, not just in
measurement.

The HCI literature contains a large number of domainspecific augmented fabrication design tools (e.g., [2, 15, 17,
18, 20–22, 25, 36, 37, 57, 64, 69, 79, 80]). These tools typically fall into two broad categories: new techniques for 3D
printing, including augmented fabrication; and systems designed to make design for fabrication easier. These systems,
however, are generally built with a focus on novel interaction, and are not based on formative studies of users of
fabrication technology. Knowledge of how users approach
augmented fabrication tasks might lead to further improved
design methods, both domain-specific and general purpose.

Studies of End-users
One way to think about non-professional users of 3D printing is as “end users.” Similar to Ko et al.’s definition of enduser programmers as users who “write programs to support
some goal in their own domains of expertise” [33], we consider end-user makers as people who use fabrication technology to support their own goals, rather than in a professional
capacity. This area has not been well-explored in the literature; however, our methods are informed by previous work
on how end users engage with other technologies.
The largest area of research on end-user tool use is around
the practices of end-user programmers [9, 14, 16, 41, 51, 58].
Many of the findings in this body of work reveal difficulties
specific to the text-based and procedural modality of programming itself; relevant, however, is Ko et al.’s early work
[34], which identified six common barriers encountered by
students attempting to learn programming. We found that
some of the barriers—such as the use barrier (“I don’t know
how to use [the technology]”) [34]—are applicable to enduser designers in augmented fabrication, but that the interaction between physical and virtual entities may introduce
further potential confusion, for example in the multi-step
process of collecting, transcribing, and entering measurements.
Researchers have also considered end users in other domains. Mellis et al.’s workshop study of non-experts in lowlevel electronics design tasks [46] found barriers similar to
Ko et al.’s, including difficulty in debugging circuits. Booth
et al.’s study [10] of end users building a circuit using Arduino found what might be called cascading failures, where
an early mistake caused a series of hard-to-diagnose issues
later in the process. In our study, we observed similar error
cascades. Primary among Tetteroo et al.’s issues in end-user
development for tangible interaction [65] is the integration
of the physical with the virtual. Although taking a different
form, we observed similar issues in our study of participants
struggling in transitioning between physical and virtual domains.

Novice Behavior
The behavior of novices in design tasks, and the differences
in behavior between novices and experts, has been studied
in a variety of fields. Ahmed et al.’s study of novice and expert aerospace-industry designers found that the novice designers used trial and error in the design process, evaluating
ideas through implementation and testing rather than analytical reasoning [1]. Several of their novice designers had
difficulty with visualizing the final outcome of the design
when working in software, and wanted a physical model to
aid in understanding. In an augmented fabrication context,
the end user will most likely have the physical object they
want to design with, but may encounter similar difficulties
in visualizing the final outcome.
A common pattern found in design activities undertaken
by both experts and novices in design [19], engineering [6,
68], and software development [24] is that of “satisficing“
[62], or exploring possible solutions only until one that is
“good enough” arises. Related to this issue is Ball et al.’s
finding that both novice and expert designers “adhere religiously to their unsatisfactory solutions and tended to develop them laboriously by the production of various slightly
improved versions until something workable was attained”
[6]. We observed this phenomenon amongst our participants
to varying degrees.
In contrast to novices, experts more often decompose illdefined problems into smaller, well-defined ones [26]. In the
case of augmented fabrication, the problem of designing a
new object is ill-defined, but can be broken down into moredefined subtasks such as making measurements, modeling
larger parts of an object before proceeding to smaller ones,
and leaving out details unnecessary to solving the problem.

3D Design & Printing
Previous research has investigated non-experts in 3D printing. Hudson et al. observed newcomers to 3D printing in
non-makerspace print centers (e.g., in public libraries) to
observe the challenges they encountered [28]. They identified problems all throughout the idea-to-print progression;
particularly relevant are difficulties users encountered in
3D modeling (often with Tinkercad), including with understanding object locations in space and breaking down modeling into sub-parts. While some of Hudson et al.’s participants engaged in augmented fabrication tasks, the authors
do not specifically discuss difficulties in designing for augmented fabrication. Similar general issues are also found in
Buehler et al.’s study of 3D printing in special education environments [13]: both student and teacher participants encountered issues with 3D modeling software, including Tinkercad, such as understanding the 3D view, manipulating

objects and moving the camera, and positioning objects relative to one another. McNally et al. conducted several 3D
printing-based cooperative inquiry sessions with children
[45]. Their participants identified UI issues such as abstruse
buttons and poor tutorials as barriers to using modeling software.
Researchers have also investigated expert users in 3D modeling tasks. Lee et al. surveyed usability issues with professional 3D CAD software to suggest usability principles for
complex software of this kind [38]. Grossman et al.’s survey of software learnability [23] used Autodesk AutoCAD,
professional-level CAD software, as the basis for the experiment, finding specific issues that generalize into larger categories, including awareness of, locating, and understanding
functionality. We observed many examples of similar learnability issues in our participants’ interaction with Tinkercad. While we report some of these issues where relevant,
the focus of our current research is in the aspects specific to
augmented fabrication that cause difficulties in design.
3

STUDY DESIGN

In order to understand the problems that novices have in
an augmented fabrication design task, we conducted an empirical study in which we requested participants to use Tinkercad to design an object to solve an augmented fabrication task, asking them to design a protective cover for a
light switch box of the type common in the United States
and Canada (Figure 2). To fully understand the problems
that participants encountered and the strategies they used,
we recorded audio and video and the computer screen; after completion of each participant’s design session, we 3D
printed their designed object and invited them to return and
comment on their results.
To ensure the task was not insurmountable, one of the
authors, experienced in 3D CAD, performed the study as a
pilot in three CAD tools of increasing complexity: Tinkercad, SketchUp, and Autodesk Fusion 360. The author was
able to accomplish the task in each case in under 15 minutes with no errors. We emphasize, however, that the purpose of this test was simply to ensure that the task could
be accomplished—it is not the intent of our research to compare expert and novice performance.
Tinkercad
Tinkercad is a web-based 3D design environment specifically aimed at children and beginners to 3D modeling. We
performed several pilot tests with novices using Tinkercad,
SketchUp, and Fusion 360, and found that Tinkercad was
by far the easiest software package to work with. Tinkercad is simplified: unlike many professional 3D CAD environments in which the user starts with a series of 2D “sketches”

and measurement constraints, Tinkercad uses only predefined 3D shapes. The fundamental operations (Figure 3) are
adding a new shape (A), changing its orientation or location by dragging, scaling via dragging scaling handles or by
typing in a measurement (B), and performing boolean operations by grouping solid and hole objects (C, D). Users can add
a software ruler which allows adjustment of measurements
(E) and relative position (F), and an align tool which can
align shapes relative to each other (G). Tinkercad’s “workplane,” visible as a blue grid in Figure 3, defaults to major
lines at 10 mm and minor at 1 mm; these units and spacing
can be changed via a small menu tucked in one corner of
the design are of the screen.
Task
We presented our participants with a motivating scenario:
the participant was to imagine they have just moved into
a new apartment, and have a three-year-old cousin coming
to visit. They have just noticed a missing light switch plate
and, worried about the electrical hazard, are going to design
and 3D print something to cover the box. We gave all participants some reference objects, access to Tinkercad’s included basic interactive tutorials, a ruler and a digital caliper
(both capable of metric and imperial units), a printed tutorial
guide for the caliper, and scrap paper and writing materials.
We informed participants that they could use any online resources they wished to help them in the task.
We were interested in participant design behavior both
when an example of an existing object was available, and
when an object had to be designed from scratch. Therefore,
we divided our participants into two groups; the only difference between the groups was in the reference objects we
provided. We gave participants in the first group access to
all of the objects shown in Figure 2: an electrical box with a
light switch, a switch plate, and screws. To understand barriers to designing without an object to copy, for the second
group we removed the light switch plate from the reference
objects, leaving participants with the screws and electrical
box with the light switch; we instructed these participants
that they could at any time reference existing light switches
in the room. Because pilot testing revealed significant difficulty with this task, we elected to place only five participants in the second group, concentrating our understanding
on the first.
Participants
We recruited nine female and six male college students (ages
18–26, mean age 22) via flyers posted on campus. We compensated participants US $10 per hour for their time. All
participants self-identified as novice users of 3D CAD; three
participants reported a minor amount of experience with 3D

Figure 2: Reference objects for the study: screws, light switch
plate, electrical box.
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Figure 3: Tinkercad operations. A: a default solid cube;
B: the cube, scaled via direct input; C: solid (orange) and
hole (semi-transparent/striped) cylinders; D: the cylinders
grouped with the scaled cube. E: the Ruler tool placed at the
bottom-left corner of the cube, showing dimensions; F: relative placement with the Ruler tool; G: the Align tool showing a preview of alignment.

design tools, but noted that such experience was in the distant past and did not include the software used in the study.
Several participants reported experience with 2D graphic
design software such as Adobe Photoshop or Illustrator, or
the UI design tool Sketch. Participants were of various nationalities.
Procedure
Participants sat at a desk in a makerspace-like lab environment, with several 3D printers and examples of 3D-printed
artifacts nearby. Participants used an iMac computer running Tinkercad on the Google Chrome web browser. We
used Open Broadcaster Software (OBS) to capture video from
the computer screen, the front-facing built-in iMac camera,
and an additional USB camera pointing downward at the
space in front of and around the computer, with a view of
the scrap paper and tools available to the participants.
Before the study, we explained our goals of understanding barriers to augmented fabrication to each participant.
We emphasized that we were interested in the process, software, and hardware, and we were not judging their performance. We asked each participant to sign a consent form,
and to fill out a brief paper survey detailing their previous

experience with design software. We informed participants
that they could stop the study when they had decided they
were finished with the design or no longer wished to continue.
The study moderator explained the scenario to the participant and started the recording. During the study, the moderator encouraged participants to think aloud, but did not
intervene otherwise. The moderator answered questions related to the study structure itself, but not questions directly
about how to accomplish the task.
After the participant either determined their design was
complete or that they wanted to stop, the moderator conducted a brief post-task interview, asking about difficulties
accomplishing the task, features they liked or disliked about
the software and hardware, and asking them to reflect on
skills required for digital fabrication.
After the interview, we invited each participant whose
design was printable (all but one) to return on the following day; we then 3D printed the participant’s design. When
they returned, we conducted a brief follow-up interview. We
asked how they felt about their design, whether they thought
they had made mistakes, how close they thought it was to an
actual plate, and if they wanted to keep the printed object.
Analysis
We analyzed the design sessions and the designs themselves
in several ways. First, we looked at the degree to which
the participant’s design could be considered “successful.” According to our study scenario, the criteria which participants
should have been aiming for was to cover the light switch
box to prevent the child from being electrocuted. In the first
condition, however, we observed participants explicitly attempting to duplicate the example plate. Therefore, we report several measures of success: 1) whether the design can
fit on the light switch box at all; 2) the extent to which the
design covers the open areas of the light switch box; and
3) how close the design is to the existing light switch plate.
For each of these criteria, we used the digital design in evaluation: although we did 3D-print each design for the post-hoc
participant reflection sessions, 3D printers are somewhat
variable in their output, so the printed objects may not accurately reflect each designer’s intention.
We analyzed the video recordings of the design sessions
(approximately 22 hours of video). We first coded the video
for participant actions, including watching tutorials; performing in-software shape manipulations such as adding, removing, moving, or scaling objects; using physical measurement
tools; manipulating or measuring the reference objects; or
using writing tools. Using this coding to assist us, we subsequently looked for patterns in participant actions.
Inspired by Booth et al. [10], we coded the recordings of
the design sessions for two broad categories of problems:

obstacles and errors. An obstacle is when a participant encounters a problem that needed to be overcome in order to
successfully complete the task; an error is an issue in the final design that caused it to fail to function. Often obstacles
led to errors (e.g., difficulty using the digital calipers could
lead to an incorrect size of screw hole). We coded for obstacles in several situations: when the participant evidenced
confusion; when the participant struggled with part of the
process; and when the participant made an error, we worked
backwards in the video to determine actions that led to the
error. We coded errors when the final design was unworkable.
Finally, we used thematic analysis [4] to analyze the video
recordings of the reflection session, when each participant
returned to see their 3D-printed design and discuss their
thoughts around the design session.
4

FINDINGS

Success
On average, participants took one hour and 23 minutes to
complete the study; this varied widely, however, with a standard deviation of 36 minutes. On average, participants spent
about ten minutes using tutorial and online help material;
however, the standard deviation is six minutes. P14 spent
only 2.5 minutes while P7 spent 20 using this material. There
was also wide variation in when during the study participants used the material: while most used the interactive tutorials as the very first step, P1, P4, P7, and P12 each spent
several minutes measuring and (with the exception of P12)
taking notes before watching the tutorials.
By any of our success criteria, few participants succeeded.
Our first criterion, whether the designed object fit on the
light switch box at all, largely depends on the three holes
being correctly modeled; if they are not, the plate cannot be
affixed to the electrical box. As can be seen in Figure 4, many
participants struggled with the holes; only those marked
with “✓” successfully modeled holes of the correct size and
spacing. Common issues with holes included: vertically misaligned; screw hole(s) too small; switch hole too small; wrong
spacing between holes; and missing holes.
Aside from hole problems, almost all participants met our
second success criterion, creating a plate large enough to
cover the electrical box (sized 5.4 cm/2 1/8 in × 10.2 cm/4 in).
The exceptions were designs by P6, P11, and P15; each of
these were too small to cover the box.
Our third criterion is how closely the participants matched
the model light switch plate. Because participants in the first
condition approached the problem by trying to duplicate the
existing plate, it is worth considering their success at this
attempt. Here we consider only the two-dimensional measurements of the plate, ignoring the thickness, as this value

has less impact on the functionality of the design. The image
to the right of the design screenshot for each participant in
Figure 4 shows a two-dimensional representation of each
design overlaid at actual size on a light switch plate and
box, and the “Diff” column of Table 2 shows the total difference in measurements between the actual plate and the
participant’s design. By this measure, several participants
had good success—P3, P7, and P8 (successes with respect to
the first criterion as well) had minimal deviation.
Surprisingly, we found no statistically significant correlations between difference in measurements and any other
factor (using Pearson’s method). We tested against study
condition, participant gender, participant age, time spent on
tutorials, and experience with 2D and 3D software.
On the other hand, when we remove the extreme outlier
(P6), the means of “Diff” (Table 2) between the first and second conditions differ significantly as found by a Welch’s ttest, t(6.22) = −3.07, p < 0.05. Using the scheme surveyed
by Norman [49, page 185], we classify all the observed errors
as knowledge-based mistakes and reflect on Norman’s remedy for such mistakes as the furnishing of a good conceptual
model. By taking away the physical plate, we deprived the
participants in the second condition of a basis for a good conceptual model and the result was significantly more variable
measurement.
Errors and Obstacles
What factors caused participants to succeed or not, according to any of our three criteria? The range of possible errors
in the switch plate design is limited: the plate itself could
be too small (e.g., P15), or one or more holes could be too
small (e.g., P4), missing (e.g., P5’s switch hole or P10’s screw
holes), or misaligned (e.g., P12). Other features of the resulting object could be “incorrect” but not cause the design to
fail, such as P14’s switch hole being too large.
Of more interest are the obstacles that participants encountered, especially those that led to unworkable designs.
We defined obstacles as issues participants encountered while
completing the task, and cataloged the most common (summarized in Table 1). Obstacles often, but not always, led to
errors that caused unsuccessful designs. The obstacles fall
into three general domains: the physical world, the digital
modeling environment, and the transition between the two
(Figure 1).
Physical Obstacles. Almost all of the obstacles participants
encountered in the physical domain related to capturing information about the physical object, or measuring: using
measurement tools correctly, making measurements correctly,
and measuring the correct part of the correct object. The five
participants in the second condition had the additional obstacle of not having the light switch plate, and having to

P1 ✓(F, 1:35)

P2 (F, 1:50)

P3 ✓(F, 1:41)

P4 (M, 2:22)

P5 (F, 1:09)

P6 (M, 2:03)

P7 ✓(M, 1:27)

P8 ✓(F, 0:43)

P9 (F, 1:04)

P10 (F, 0:44)

P11 (M, 1:01)

P12 (M, 1:23)

P13 (M, 2:26)

P14 (F, 0:53)

P15 (F, 0:22)

Figure 4: The left image for each participant is a Tinkercad screenshot of the final results from that participant. Colors are as
chosen by participants; diagonally-striped semi-transparent areas are possibly ungrouped hole shapes (see Study Design for
an explanation of grouping). The perspective for P6 is different to illustrate feature orientations. The right image in each is an
overlay of the participant’s design (shaded in gray) on top of a 2D representation of the actual plate (black lines) and switch
box (gray lines). Under each pair of images is the participant number, gender, and total study time (HH:MM); “✓” indicates a
working design. Participants 11–15 did not have the switch plate to reference.
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Figure 5: Light switch plate reference dimensions. Letters in red (A–
D, J, K) indicate distance measurements while blue dimensions (E–I,
L) indicate size measurements. See
Table 2, Ref row, for values.
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29.4

18.3

25.4

25.4

9.5

4.8

69.9

114.3

34.9

34.9

4.8

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10
P11
P12
P13
P14
P15

32.3
31.5
27.0
22.3
27.2
0.6
27.1
27.0
19.7
—
4.5
—
4.3
25.5
—

27.6
29.9
29.0
28.4
29.3
0.5
29.7
29.7
31.0
25.5
1.0
24.0
24.0
22.5
20.0

17.6
17.9
16.5
25.7
15.4
0.2
17.7
17.0
20.7
—
20.6
—
36.7
14.5
—

22.4
28.9
27.0
18.3
26.5
1.4
27.1
27.0
24.2
—
3.3
—
4.7
25.5
—

24.1
25.0
26.0
21.0
29.8
1.0
24.5
25.5
25.0
24.0
26.1
20.0
23.2
30.0
20.0

10.8
10.0
11.0
10.6
10.5
0.7
10.7
10.5
11.0
10.0
20.0
6.8
9.9
15.0
10.0

7.4
7.0
5.0
0.6
4.9
0.2
4.8
4.8
4.5
—
3.4
—
4.8
3.0
—

69.6
70.0
69.0
69.0
69.2
2.8
70.0
70.0
70.0
61.0
22.0
59.0
58.0
60.0
50.0

114.1
115.0
113.0
113.0
113.6
4.5
114.0
114.0
114.0
110.0
71.8
106.9
106.3
110.0
75.0

36.7
35.7
35.0
33.3
34.6
0.4
35.0
35.0
35.1
—
11.0
—
29.0
30.1
—

36.7
36.0
35.0
34.7
34.6
2.3
35.0
35.0
35.1
—
11.0
—
28.6
30.1
—

7.4
7.0
5.0
0.6
4.9
0.2
4.8
4.8
4.5
—
3.4
—
4.7
3.0
—

Diff

9.1
7.9
3.7
13.3
5.8
147.9
2.9
2.9
6.7
65.0
84.2
65.9
39.1
16.8
78.5

Table 2: Actual reference (italicized) and per-participant measurements for each dimension in Figure 5, in millimeters. A dash ‘—’ in a cell indicates no measurement for
that dimension; for example, missing holes. The bold Diff column is the Euclidean distance between the participant’s measurements and the reference, using 0 for missing
values.

Obstacle
Incorrect use of measurement tool
Making incorrect measurement
Measuring wrong feature or object
Approximation or rounding
Re-measuring the same feature
3D camera causes confusion
3D camera causes manipulation errors
Accidentally manipulating wrong handle
Looking for unknown features
Relative placement problems
Using unworkable shapes
Difficulty breaking task into subtasks
Modeling unnecessary features
Eyeballing placement
Eyeballing dimensions
Making up measurements
Miscalculating by hand
Confusion around Tinkercad units
Using box or screw measurement directly
Incorrect or un-trusted sketches
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Table 1: Obstacles encountered by participants, according to
the area from Figure 1 in which they occurred (“Transition”
denotes obstacles with Transferring and/or Evaluating).

conceive for themselves what to measure to fulfill the task
conditions.

Participants had problems with both the caliper and the
ruler. Although we provided a booklet of caliper usage techniques, participants still had problems using the tool correctly, often struggling to determine which of the caliper’s
set of measurement jaws to use for a task. Some participants
felt more comfortable with the ruler but still encountered
difficulties; for example, P4 appeared to correctly measure
the length of the switch hole (E), but wrote down an incorrect value, and P10’s measurement for E is off due to
the ruler bending as she measured. Possibly stemming from
measurement difficulties, we observed participants very frequently re-measuring the same part of an object, even when
they had a dimensioned sketch on their paper.
Participants particularly struggled with measurements involving placement of the screw holes (A, C, D). Participants
using the ruler sometimes misread or rounded the measurement, while those using the caliper frequently struggled with
how to position the tool jaws correctly to acquire the distance. Often participants became confused about whether
their measurement included some of the diameter of the
screw hole—although often they were not aware of this confusion.
Another difficulty stemmed from measuring the correct
part of the correct object. P1, for example, used several measurements from the light switch box as plate dimensions,
even though the existing plate was available to her. P11–
P14 only had the box and screws, and used several measurements from these objects directly in their plate design; for
example, P11 used the diameter of the screw as the size of
the hole, resulting in a slightly-too-small opening, while P13
removed the screws holding the switch to the box (see Figure 2) and replicated the elliptical holes in the switch body.

Digital Obstacles. Many obstacles occurred solely in the digital domain, while modeling the new object. These issues can
be broadly viewed as usability problems with Tinkercad, or
as the result of participant unfamiliarity with 3D CAD software. The obstacles most often encountered, and most likely
to cause errors in the final design, fall into three categories:
difficulties stemming from the 3D camera view, issues positioning and scaling objects, and problems with finding and
understanding software functionality.
One major stumbling block for participants—also seen in
previous research [13, 28]—was around understanding and
manipulating the 3D view of their object. Participants frequently struggled to adjust the view to see the part of their
design they were working on, often rotating and zooming
over and over again. While these operations were covered
in the tutorial, panning the view was not, and no participant
discovered how to do so. Some participants avoided manipulating the view as much as possible by operating with the
view solely from the top: “Oh! If I look from the top, I should
be able to know…how in relationship to…[pointing] this from
this and this to this” (P5). While this approach helped P5 to
position her shapes, it also led to the error that prevented
her design from working: in the top-down view, it became
difficult to distinguish the callouts for numerical input from
one another. Confused, she accidentally set the Z-position
instead of the height of her switch hole object to the thickness of the plate, causing it to rest exactly on top.
Viewpoint changes could also cause direct manipulation errors. Figure 6 shows
how manipulation handles (white: size,
black: position) “stick” to the object as the
viewpoint moves. As an object becomes
smaller on the screen, the handles remain
the same size, making it easy to accidentally move an object on the Z -axis instead
of dragging it in the XY -plane. This obstacle
was a primary challenge for P6, who spent
much of the latter hour of the study manipFigure 6
ulating the camera angle and repositioning
objects. P2 also encountered this difficulty, commenting, “I
can’t get a good grip [on] the cylinder” as she attempted to
move a part and instead accidentally rotated it.
Finally, as noted in previous research [23, 38], awareness
of and ability to find functionality can be an issue in CAD
software. Our participants encountered these issues as well.
For example, during the study, P2 commented: “I wish there
was a way …[to measure] from an edge to where this object
[is]…I assume there is a way to do that, but I have not figured
it out.” This issue led to the screw hole mispositioning visible
in P2’s final design—she in fact had measured correctly to
within a half millimeter of measurement C. Frustrated, P4

turned to YouTube for solutions to his problems with precise positioning, searching for “how to move tiny objects in
tinkercad”, but eventually ending up on one of the Tinkercad
tutorials he had already completed.
Physical/Digital Transition Obstacles. Although both physical and digital obstacles contributed to participant issues,
the most severe problems resulted from the necessity to work
in both of these domains simultaneously, both transferring
information about the physical object into Tinkercad, and
evaluating whether the design would perform as desired (Figure 1). We observed problems around task decomposition,
focus, and understanding the correspondence between the
physical and digital.
Simon notes that experts perform a break-down of “illstructured problems” into smaller, more-structured parts [61],
while Ho shows that novices to design tasks do not have the
knowledge necessary to do so [26]. We also observed this
phenomenon: participants had no clear idea of which physical features to model first, nor which were most important
to solving the problem in the scenario. We saw participants
painstakingly measuring and modeling features from the existing plate such as edge bevels (e.g., P9) or screw hole countersinks (e.g., P2) before having successfully constructed a
simple box of the right size. Likely because the task was
even more ill-structured, participants in the second condition, without the example light switch plate, suffered even
more from this difficulty. P11’s design illustrates this problem: he designed several small parts that closely fit the contours of the switch itself, but failed to cover the box itself:
“the idea was to have the whole thing as one continuous piece,
not five separate components.”
Participants were often hyper-focused on one aspect of
the task and missed that they made a mistake. A common
issue occurred when participants simply eyeballed the placement of objects, forgetting to measure. Often they were able
to center the holes relative to the long dimension of the
plate, but multiple participant designs failed because of imprecise placement of the three holes relative to each other.
For example, after the study, P9 commented, “I realized afterwards, I centered these, these circles [screw holes], but I never
measured how far they were supposed to be from the center.”
Other participants also eyeballed the size of some objects;
for example, P4’s screw holes—aside from sitting on top of
the plate object—are tiny, a result of him simply typing in
some apparently random values. P15 is an extreme example
of eyeballing: she made no measurements whatsoever, simply guessing at sizes.
One of the most significant obstacles was understanding
the correspondence between the two realms: transferring information from the physical to the digital, and evaluating
whether the design is correct. This issue often manifested

in confusion around measurement units. Although Tinkercad’s default unit system is millimeters, participants had difficulty finding this information: when Tinkercad displays
measurements (e.g., Figure 3B) it does so without units. P14
commented, “I assumed that the [workplane] grid was in centimeters instead of millimeters. So, I made the whole object
based on millimeters …so now I have to redo it, using centimeters.” P6 illustrates an extreme example: he assumed that because the caliper measured in inches, Tinkercad used the
same units, leading to a very tiny model. Treating P6’s measurements as inches (i.e., multiplying by 24.5), the difference
between his design’s dimensions and the reference becomes
43.7 mm, well within the range of other designs.
Participants also struggled to place objects relative to one
another within Tinkercad. Compared to professional CAD
packages, Tinkercad’s support for precise positioning is limited. Often participants took a measurement in a way that
made sense physically—for example, measuring from the
bottom edge of the plate to the closest inside edge of the
lower screw hole is simple with the caliper—only to discover
that Tinkercad had no facility for positioning objects in the
same way. This obstacle led to the necessity to either remeasure a different way or to perform manual calculations;
both approaches could lead to error.
Reflection
We conducted two brief, semi-structured interview sessions
with participants. The first was immediately following the
design session, when we asked questions about their design process and immediate feelings. We asked them to return the following day, when we presented them with their
design 3D-printed, and asked about their satisfaction with
their object and to reflect on their process and potential mistakes they might have made. We also gave them the option
to keep the 3D-printed object. While the interview content
ranged widely, here we report comments that provide understanding additional to our observations of the design sessions themselves.
Design Process. Participant reflection on the design process
itself frequently centered around the participant’s mental
model of how to proceed with the task. P15 said that “it was
hard to figure out where to start”, and P9 commented on trying to figure how to construct her object: “For example, the
top that I made is not flat like this [existing plate], and I can’t
quite visualize what shapes I would need to use to create that
object.”
However, most participants understood the basic sets of
measurements they needed to make. P11 said, “First I needed
to understand what exactly I was going to be designing. So
then, looking at the object and using the calipers, …I took individual measurements and then I marked them down on the

sheet so that I could refer to them easily.” P3 followed a similar procedure: “First I measured the length and width of the
outer plate, and then I measured the width of the switch hole,
then I tried to make shapes with those measurements in the
software program.”
Problems and Solutions. A common theme that emerged in
the interviews was participant reflection on the problems
they encountered. Frequently, measurement was a topic of
frustration, both in the physical and the digital realms. A frequent struggle was with trying to position the screw holes
in Tinkercad, for both participants without working designs:
“I couldn’t figure out how do you measure exactly where to
put these holes properly” (P4), and those with: “I had to align
[the screw holes], and then know the distance between the center and [the switch hole], that was the biggest time consuming process of everything” (P7). P2 suspected undiscovered
functionality that would have eased this process; mirroring
her comments during the study, she said, “I wish there was
a way—there probably is a way!…if I could input a distance
from one edge to the side of the [screw] hole!”
Other participants were less sure of what caused the problems in their designs. P5 was puzzled about the missing switch
hole in her design: “I don’t understand? Because the square
[hole] was there. Maybe it didn’t have enough depth to it? Or
it wasn’t linked to the main piece? I dunno. What was it?”
P2 was similarly unclear on the misalignment of her screw
holes: “Maybe I just mis-drew. Or mis-measured. It’s, I think,
a millimeter off. Or two. Yeah, it’s like two millimeters off?”
Sentiment. Despite the difficulty of the task and the fact that
their designs frequently failed to work, participants were
very positive about the entire experience, and especially their
printed object. P13 said, “I like how it turned out …it seems
like a cool thing to have. The first thing I ever designed in 3D.”
P15 said, “just to see my work actually, physically, come together, because it’s on the screen …but you don’t really actually see it till it’s printed, so, I think that’s really cool.” Even
P6, who ended without a printable design, said, “If you are
able print out these things, who wouldn’t do it? It’s really fun
to do it …you can just make it yourself.”
5 DISCUSSION
In a sense, our results are not surprising: we asked novices
to use unfamiliar tools to perform a difficult task, and they
struggled to do so. Professional engineers and industrial designers undertake years of training and practice in order to
create manufactured objects, while our participants spent
on average ten minutes looking at tutorials. From another
standpoint, then, the amount of success they achieved is remarkable: almost every participant managed to create an object approximating a light switch plate, even if it was not
functional as such. Based on participant reflection in the

post-hoc interviews, we posit that, given the ability to iterate by 3D-printing, most would achieve success with one
or two more rounds of design. To improve user experience,
however, it would be desirable to reduce the amount of trialand-error required. Our participants encountered a wide variety of obstacles, occurring in each of the areas illustrated
in Figure 1: physical, digital, and in the transitions between.
Using these obstacles and each of the transitions indicated
by arrows in Figure 1, we suggest four areas of design opportunity to improve user experience with future augmented
fabrication systems.
Physical Capture
The first potential obstacle in an augmented fabrication design task is forming a mental picture of the task itself. What
physical properties of the existing object must be captured—
or at least be taken into account—to create the new object?
In our study, the task itself was well-defined, but participants struggled to break it down into a set of procedural capture steps. Once they started taking measurements, they had
difficulty in properly using the tools to measure the objects.
Similarly to previous researchers investigating end-user behavior in domains such as software development [34], electronic circuits [46], and physical computing [10], we see a
need for more-structured help around augmented fabrication design.
Researchers have begun to investigate methods for helping end users in domains other than programming to learn
new tasks; for example, Tinkercad’s tutorial system may have
been inspired by Li et al.’s gamified tutorial system for AutoCAD [39]. In the physical domain, Knibbe et al.’s Smart Makerspace [32] walks novices through a DIY task and automatically provides context-sensitive instruction and help. This
previous research suggests that providing help structured
around specific augmented fabrication tasks, and common
tools such as digital calipers, might be a powerful aid. One
method might take advantage of the property that many objects users may want to augment are manufactured, with
common patterns of geometrical relationships [40]. We envision a task-based help system in which a user might select
from a library of common shapes and relationships (e.g., a
flat shape with a hole in it or an object with curved edges)
and receive help on both measuring and modeling such an
object.
Physical-to-Digital Transfer
Beyond providing help around how to properly use tools, a
number of researchers have built systems to help users capture information about physical objects and transfer measurements directly to 3D modeling systems. Computer-vision-based systems such as Bend-a-Rule [73] or Nickel for
Scale [44] can help capture measurements from photographs,

and more-complex systems such as Situated Modeling [36]
and MixFab [76] allow the user to include real-world objects
as reference points in augmented-reality modeling environments. The drawback of camera-based tools like these is lack
of precision in their ability to capture objects.
Another approach is to augment the high-precision measurement tool itself: the button on Weichel et al.’s connected
digital caliper [74] copies the current dimension to a CAD
program, sidestepping problems with users misreading or
mis-transcribing the measurement. A combination of these
methods may help end users the most—spatially tracking
both the precision tool and the object would allow measurements to be placed next to each other in 3D space, building
up a framework of measurement constraints to assist the
user in modeling.
Digital Modeling
While many of the modeling-related obstacles encountered
in our study were consequences of usability issues in Tinkercad, many other problems arose due to the nature of the
augmented fabrication task. A 3D model created without the
need to interconnect with an existing object can have unconnected components, features that are not precisely aligned,
and other inconsistencies; objects for augmented fabrication,
however, must be more “correct” in order to interface with
existing objects. Professional 3D CAD tools such as Fusion
360 provide a wide suite of tools to ensure consistent designs: symmetry can be ensured by mirroring, precise measurements via explicit dimensioning, and alignment via constraints.
While one possibility is to import these tools into novice
software, the effect would be a lessening of its “novice-ness,”
raising the threshold for usability [48]. Another possibility
is to constrain the design by incorporating domain-specific
knowledge, a common approach in task-specific tools (e.g.,
[18, 25, 59, 79]). A third option may be a novice-centric design environment that is augmented-fabrication-aware. Twodimensional design tools such as Adobe Illlustrator or Omnigraffle automatically snap drawing components to maintain
spatial relationships such as spacing; this kind of feedback
could also be of use when modeling to augment a manufactured object. Going further, much like fabrication-aware
tools that ensure a model is structurally sound [78] or efficiently printable [70, 72], augmented-fabrication-aware tools
might check to see if features are almost symmetric, closeto-but-not-quite touching, or just out of alignment.
Digital-to-Physical Evaluation
A key challenge in augmented fabrication is in understanding whether the model being designed will function as intended when it is fabricated. Our participants struggled with
the fit aspect, with many models being unable to be affixed

to the light switch box. While many fabrication-aware systems can analyze models for particular functionality such as
being able to support weight [77], balance [56], or float [71],
being able to automatically determine qualities like “fit” requires knowledge of the existing object [27, 29, 35]. One
approach in the literature is using a “proxy” material that
allows users to model with a tangible substance that fits
the shape of the existing object; for example, Jones et al.’s
system 3D scans annoted clay models to produce a new object that precisely meshes with the existing one [30], while
Weichel et al.’s ReForm [75] both scans and prints clay, enabling the user to quickly modify the soft printed object
to better conform to the existing artifact. A promising recent development is “low-fidelity” fabrication, in which a
less-detailed representation of the model can be much more
quickly printed [47], potentially allowing the user to evaluate the printed model for fit. A refinement of this capability
is what Baudisch and Mueller term continuous interactive
fabrication [7], where a system prints an object simultaneous with the user’s design activity [55].
These systems point towards the potential for fully in-situ
augmented fabrication design environments, which “allow
the user to work directly with the existing object as part
of the design process” [79]. Peng et al.’s RoMA system [54]
provides fully in-situ modeling and printing, with an AR
view of the model which a printer-wielding robot arm prints
in-place as the user designs. A less-complex system, Yung
et al.’s Printy3D [79] allows children to design enclosures for
simple electronics using projected augmented reality. Both
of these systems assist the user in evaluating their design
with respect to the real world; however, RoMA requires a
large, complex hardware setup, and Printy3D is limited to
simple situations where the system already knows about
the objects being augmented. There is opportunity for further work in this space, to enable the user to perform all
facets of the augmented fabrication design process, integrating capture, transfer, modeling, and evaluation into a single
seamless process.
6

LIMITATIONS

There are a number of limitations to our study of novice
augmented fabrication design activity. Although our participants were diverse in gender and nationality, they were
all students at a US university and as such are not representative of the population at large. The design task in the
study, chosen for its simplicity and potential to be accomplished in a reasonable amount of time, was not in itself
intrinsically motivating to participants; although many enjoyed the design experience, we might observe differing results with augmented fabrication tasks chosen by participants based on their own needs. Finally, we chose design
software that is aimed at novices; training novices on more

complex software that has better support for augmentedfabrication-related tasks (e.g., symmetry or measurement
constraints) might yield further observations of difficulties
in 3D modeling.
7 CONCLUSIONS
We presented a study of novice engagement with augmented
fabrication, the practice of designing and fabricating an artifact to work with an existing object. We investigated novice
end-user experiences of designing for augmented fabrication via an experiment in which participants were asked to
design a replacement light switch plate. We found obstacles
to successful completion in the physical and digital components of the task, and in the transition between the two. To
help to overcome the obstacles we identified, we suggest potential improvements in four areas of the augmented fabrication design process: capturing information about physical
objects, transferring information to 3D modeling software,
digitally modeling a new object, and evaluating whether the
new object will work when fabricated.
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